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Yeah we getting paid soon
I’ma cop Bugatti soon
Rocket blasting off
Better hold E-COIN FINANCE

Let me do my little dance
Go and give me more room
Hear that engine starting up
I’ll see you in my rear view 

I’m going

Hold that E-COIN
Buying more cus it ain’t enough

Hold that E-COIN
See the rocket blasting off

Hold that E-COIN
Candle wicks keep going up

Hold that E-COIN
No they ain’t as strong as us
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VERSE 1

Buying E-COIN
Then they keep burning up
Ima Watch my money grow
While I keep bunning up

Usain bolt how we run it up
other communities ain’t as strong as us
Just woke up this morning
Looked at my portfolio like holy f**k

Yeah We early to the party
Ride the dip like a Harley
Hold that E-COIN FINANCE
Through the bear market
hit the dealership
Swap that whip for the Tesla
We got 8k holders
And we just getting started

Fuck Elon Musk
With his little tweets
We ain’t liking that
Trying to control the market with his little tricks
E Coin bought another stack
And you know I’m loving that 
20 TRILLION tokens burnt
Fam they never coming back 

VERSE 2

The best alt coins
Fam You know I got it
Want to trade E-COIN FINANCE
Go and get a trust wallet
I can teach you tokenomics
I can teach you all bout profit
If you ain’t talking crypto
You can go and change the topic 

Now let’s all go get buying 
E Coins purpose is utility 
We about to start flying
Early sellers start crying
Smart wallet, debit card come soon
Great news
Keep holding never pull it
Better not miss this bullet 

E Coin taking over 
This is a big change 
Chart all Green on the big swing 
driving range
Listing on CMC now we all getting paid
Thrusters are engaged 
Blasting off for that
E-COIN FINANCE exchange

By AK ThePharaoh
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